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Business and technical people don’t always understand each other
That might be an understatement.
While technology people speak XML and Web Services, business people prefer natural
language.
Translating from the language of business to that of technology is called the “development
process.”
“Cooking” an application involves several teams and layers of translation.

Even after we have developed multiple services and promoted Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA), after we’ve invested in the enterprise service bus, business modeling tools, and more, we
continue to have to jump through the same hoops.
Don’t get me wrong. I support the use of SOA. It saves on budgets and the bigger the company
the bigger the savings.
But to fully benefit from SOA, we need to give subject matter experts the keys to Business
Architecture.
This will further the convergence of Business and Technology, preventing the usual “lost in
translation” and “too-late-for-market” effects.

IT is Not about Infrastructure
Doing “more with less,” and continuously “rightsizing,” (shareholders like the sound of these)
put more pressure on IT.
More than 50% of IT budgets go to “keeping the lights on,” that is, maintaining infrastructure.
Inherited from the past and obtained through mergers and acquisitions, multiple systems from
many vendors need a good eye and a skillful hand to keep them running 24x7. Each new project
adds more: more databases with data tables, more components and complex connectivity.
At the same time, each application focuses on specific pieces of information to display data for a
specific audience under specific rules to answer specific business questions.
The point of that long and meandering sentence above is that the real focus should be on a big
picture, not just the small pieces, and more on information than on infrastructure!

Focus on Information
What is the alternative? Let’s use a food analogy: “What do you do if you are hungry and
cooking is not your sport?” You go places where food is prepared for you. You go out or maybe
to your kitchen, if you‘re lucky enough to have a spouse willing to make you dinner.
How does this analogy apply to application development? Imagine that all the information
related to your company is already collected in a single database and “ready to eat.” A single
service that creates a query for this database can understand your language and translate your
request into a proper query or product order that is also an informational transaction in the same
database, “sending in your order,” for the information you want to “eat.” And if you don’t know
the terms “on the menu,” the service will initiate a conversation to help you. For example, a
Business Analyst (BA) writes a line of requirements: “application starts with login.”
The service would reply “Do you mean the Authentication Service?”
The BA would confirm and the service would ask “What Roles and Privileges do you have in
mind for your users?”
This friendly dialogue would create a working application on-the-fly.

How realistic is this? A NoSQL databases like Triple Store [1] is already a reality. They are
available from multiple vendors and some can be downloaded for free. The benefit of this type of
storage is in its simplicity. Triple Store does not require data modeling or new tables. Think
about a single table of unlimited size, with three columns. Any database administrator would tell
us that this is not efficient. The administrator might be right for a single specific task, but this is
extremely efficient for multiple tasks dealing with terabytes of corporate information. For
example, the DoD plans to transition from relational databases to NoSQL storage and re-allocate
a significant part of its future IT budget from maintenance to development [2].
The conversational approach was described in my previous book on integrated software and
knowledge engineering, “Integration-ready Architecture and Design [3].” The Conversational
Semantic Decision Support (CSDS) section, which is coming later in this book, expands on that

subject. A simple example of an application with CSDS is conversational search. Still, the
trickiest part is collecting complete information encompassing a company and its business.

Information: Structured, Unstructured and “Tribal Knowledge”
What is so hard about collecting all the information related to a company and its business?
There are two major parts to electronically stored information: structured data and unstructured
data.
Structured data are very formal. They are defined in terms so precise that even computers can
easily understand them. Databases, Business and Data Models, Services and XML Files are
structured and understood by computers.
Unstructured data are documents and communications artifacts, like taped messages and video
clips that make sense to people. The knowledge captured in unstructured data is generally
unintelligible to computer systems. We’d like to change this. We’d like to use this knowledge to
make computers a bit smarter. Semantic technologies help us to better organize unstructured
information and create a conceptual model (ontology) of the knowledge that is represented there.
More on semantic technologies will follow a bit later.
The majority of the information used daily in the routine of a business has never been captured.
It is so-called “Tribal Knowledge.” My conservative estimate of the ratio between structured,
unstructured and “tribal” knowledge is 10%, 20% and 70%. For many companies, more realistic
numbers are 5%, 15% and 80%.





Informational gaps in “tribal knowledge” rarely noticed by a single subject matter expert
(SME).
The problem becomes more visible when several SMEs participate in a complex process.
We cover informational gaps in every field with multiple meetings and phone calls.
Constant (and Expensive!) re-discovery is our “Normal” Process.

Read in the book how to step by step improve the process …

The message from 2040
I participated in a small trekking expedition to Everest North
Face, advanced camp, 6500 meters.
Follow this link for more information about this adventure…
http://everest6500.com
Returning back to civilization I found many "how r u" messages.
They were handled with the simple "alive" answer.

Then, there was this strange message.
The message came from the address autodistribution@2100archive.fu.
The subject was "Unclassified: Based on events of 2040".
The content included a very brief message and an attachment.
"The attached information was extracted from the Complete Archive of Events 2000 - 2100.
The analyzer system associated attached notes with several names including yours and prepared for
auto-distribution. Be aware that classified parts of information were removed from the message."
Highly intrigued, I opened the attachment and started reading. My impression was that both, the
beginning and end as well as some pieces in the middle had been cut, most probably as classified
information. Nevertheless, the story was relevant to my work, confirming some of my ideas and
expanding others.

Based on events of 2040: Psycho…
The presentation was over with no happy ending.
“-Wait a minute. This is unbelievable! Did you show this report to anyone else?”
“-No, you will be the first reader.”
I looked straight at the presenter.
“What was your original task?”
“-You can call me Psycho. Many people call me Psycho. It became my nickname.
My task was to research and report the reasons behind falling productivity on three major robot plants,
so called modeling factories.”
“-And you think…”
“These are objective measures and the results of comprehensive conversational tests.”
“-Who conducted the tests?”
“-I did. This is my specialty."
“And they admit…”

“No, there has been no intentional sabotage. No one understands why their performance indicators are
lower. They do not have enough data to see the big picture. And some of them show significantly
increased performance. But this is a minor deviation from the major trend. “
“So, it is just your personal conclusion?” I was not happy that I asked that question, but it was too late.
“-The conclusion is based on the six-month research and statistical analysis. “
“-What do you suggest?” It was against the rules, but I wanted the answer.
“-You know, you cannot use my recommendations. At this point I have none. More questions?”
He was right. There were many rules against questioning a reporter. Especially in this case: the reporter
was not a human. But I did not expose my knowledge and continued to question my visitor.
“No… Except one: who gave you this assignment?”
There was a minute delay – “This person is no longer with the company and I cannot access his name and
other personal data.”
That was somewhat strange. People freely entered and left the company, and their data usually were
available with rare exceptions.
“Thank you! I think we are done here.”
His image immediately disappeared clearing a beautiful view of the mountains. It was Everest North
Face. The giant pyramid looked steep and proud on this unusually sunny day.
I opened the report. The title was “Collaborative conflicts in robot teams.”

Exciting Opportunities
I have to admit that I’ve simplified several things. As Albert Einstein said, “Make everything as simple as
possible, but not simpler.” And then he wrote his “Unified Field Theory” and everything that was written
later on this subject was even more complicated.
One thing is clear: with the volume of information doubling every year, and with increasingly
interconnected departments and corporations, old technology is on its way out (this could be quite a
long way). Semantic technology, the cool new kid on the block who also happens to be pretty darn
smart, is on its way in.

In the future, a new class called Knowledge Engineering will be introduced in every school along with the
subject of Critical Thinking. Modeling tools that have Business and Development views today will add an
Ontology view tab to the front page. This is happening as you read these lines.
The conversational approach is already adapted in its simplest form by many existing tools. Semantic
support of the conversation is a very logical and powerful step ahead. We will be able to gradually
decrease infrastructure expenses, close some boring chapters of the IT story, and open the door for new
exciting opportunities.
Imagine multiple data streams intercepted by multiple systems run-time. Multiple services working in
collaboration and changing their behavior based on situational rules and scenarios...

System security has traditionally been based on the security of individual services. Much more
powerful protection can be provided by considering the services in their collaborative work. A beautiful
idea of collaborative security and decision making is turning into a working system [14] accessible by us,
humans, and them, computer systems and services.
Another invention, which is also based on knowledge-driven architecture, is adaptive robotic systems
that can learn by conversing with people and store new skills as orchestrations of services [15].

A fundamental problem of current robotics and overall software applications is related to multiple
translations from natural language of task requirements to compiled and integrated working systems.
Current robots are programmed to perform relatively simple, well defined and predictable tasks.

Read more in the book…

Based on events of 2040: The Report…
The report started with the history. Designing and discussing robots were hot subjects for decades. The
discussion about human – robot collaboration and wars brought high hopes to some and scared the
others. Meanwhile, the robot skills steadily expanded human capabilities, especially in environments
hostile to humans. In most cases, people and robots existed in different dimensions with no ground for
any possible conflicts. Nevertheless, every robot action was always checked against the “good for
people” rules.
Overtime, the dust settled, giving way to more practical questions. Should we invest in universal “super”
robots or combine specialized robots into teams? Designing robots for multiple areas, providing
connections to the knowledge domains, and engaging in the conversational study with the best world
minds seems to be necessary, although long and expensive.
Very soon the robots learned how to help us in the education and testing processes. They actually
created new test sets and compared these with existing ones. They improved educational materials and
provided more individual skill-based layers. They introduced better evaluation instruments that looked
more like games than tests. These games helped to precisely measure a student’s disconnect at each
point of study. Robots constantly learned and tested themselves. They never cheated. Some people said
that robots cannot lie and others said that robots lack imagination.
Most “super” robots became teachers, passing their knowledge to other robots and also teaching in the
regular virtual schools. They were extremely successful with children. Their enormous knowledge and
quick thinking, their ability to replicate their custom copies while gaming simultaneously with multiple
participants, and most importantly their lack of emotion contributed to their success. Robots kept their
cool in the kinds of situations that would drive a human teacher crazy.
Verbal interactions and situational games facilitated by robots helped us solve at least two problems.
Parents had their break when they needed it, while children still enjoyed undivided attention in a highly
educational and comfortable environment. Kids loved it and the price was right too. This was the first
opportunity to start early childhood education for the whole planet with a coordinated cultural program
under the UNESCO umbrella. UNESCO subsidized the program with the “Peace for Our Children” fund.
Very few people knew about the non-stop internal fight between the program donors, Localists, who
pushed for local inclusions and Globalists who insisted on complete unification of the curriculum.
Nevertheless, the program was instrumental in increasing knowledge and understanding among the
world’s youth as the best protection against violence and wars.
But education was the only area where super-robots made sense. In all other areas they were too
expensive for what they were doing and their payoff or “return on investment” was very questionable.
Creating specialized robots and their growing teams became the mainstream of robot development.

Robots were made from materials and in shapes which fit their purposes best. The modeling factories
which designed and built custom robots and teams grew into the largest industry. After starting in the
technologically advanced countries, these factories slowly spread to the more remote parts of the world,
repeating the usual process of maturing technology. Modeling factories grew out of 3D printing, as
people first called it. From replication or printing, they moved to modeling and creating new things,
streamlining the manufacturing process and making it available to the average person. What we used to
call design and development was transformed into a direct conversation between a person and a
modeling factory. Initiated by a person and lead by globally connected specialized computer systems,
these conversations clarified the initial ideas, modeled and manufactured the desired product.

Men focused on modeling food, drink, and transportation. Fancy robot plane with a mix of bio- and
nano-engineering, could be created by individuals, but belonged to the clubs, which took care of safety
as well as other aspects of life in transition.
Federal law highly restricted the usage of man driven vehicles (MDVs) to remove human error out of the
transportation equation. This encouraged new travel plans and models. For example, a submarine
combined with a flying saucer became a perfect vehicle to explore deep spots of Pacific Ocean and
Himalayan heights in a week-long tour.

The three biggest modeling factories were located in the Sahara desert. Thousands of robot teams
consumed local silicon, sun, and natural bio resources, transforming this complex mix into final products.
The modeling factories were connected and shared their specialized skills and knowledge. Some of them
had access to and could occasionally call subject matter experts. Sharing was never an easy procedure,
sometimes involving multiple companies in dynamic negotiations over the features, time, and resources.
Of course, it lasted milliseconds and was completely hidden from the end users.
Over the years, the productivity of the factories steadily grew ... till the last year. Last year all three
biggest factories seemed to slow down their progress. It was not very noticeable, but apparently some
highly positioned executive at our company ordered a special investigation. This unknown person left
the company and the name mysteriously disappeared. Anyway, this investigation was assigned to a
specially designed “super” robot with the ability to collect and analyze all communications between the
company’s robots during the year. The super robot was also highly skilled in the relatively new field of
robotic conversational psychology and actively used its methods during the analysis.
The report landed in my hands. There was no way to avoid this subject at the next management
meeting, although I felt very uncomfortable and unprepared bringing this bomb to the meeting room.
I looked at the window. There was a minute of clearing when the summit of Everest came out of the
clouds. The goddess mother of Earth, Qomolangma, as Tibetans and Nepalese call the mountain, was
not in a mood.

Read more in the book…
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